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About This Content

Overview:
Are you ready for the ultimate VR horror experience? Nightfall: Eclipse is a game that brings you back to the same mansion

from Nightfall: Escape but this time, you get to explore it with a new crew and with full VR support!

Synopsis:
Nightfall: Eclipse allows you to experience the horrors surrounding the disappearance of a news crew who once tried to explore
the haunted mansion. This crew is one of the few casualties that were investigated by Ara Cruz in Nightfall: Escape. Know the
true story, connect the missing links from the original game and prepare to meet an iconic creature face to face. Gather up your

courage for this VR experience that will put you through scares and challenges which promises to be both an intense and
satisfying game.

Features:

Experience the horror from the perspective of Rianne’s crew

Enter the Tiyanak. An iconic monster from the Philippine folklore

Astounding survival horror experience

Complete VR support that takes horror to the next level
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Title: Nightfall: Eclipse VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Zeenoh, 7 Seals
Publisher:
Zeenoh Inc.
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 - 64 bits*

Processor: 2.8 GHz Quad Core CPU

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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nightfall eclipse vr

the art style goes from meh to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing jack off material and the story is not bad. The main chars
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665tho so have fun with that.. Really scratches the "explore" itch very well, with an
upgraded Marble Madness aesthetic. For those who want a challenge and want to exploit nooks and crannies, the time-limit
achievement on each level will satisfy.. Gatling Gears would be GREAT if the game wouldn't get stuck almost constantly. You
kill the enemies in a given area, and you're prohibited from moving on to another area because you can't proceed to the end of
the level due to the fact no enemies are spawning. The enemies you need to kill before you can proceed with the level. You have
to restart the level when this happens and play through again in hopes that the game will actually let you beat the level. But
usually what happens is that I remain stuck at the exact same point or at a different point altogether.

The game just isn't playable and I've yet to find a solution to the problem.. Sublime. Perfect. Amazing. Those words do not
describe this game. This game is too good. TOO GOOD, for words to describe it. If you love atmospheric games, and puzzles
games, or just are interested in the power of audio (specifically ambient audio) to convey a message or feeling in art, then then
is a MUST. It is absolutely amazing.. No much English review so I'm adding one.

First of all, this is the BEST Chinese ARPG game out there!

You can't find the same art style in other games, it's just stunning beautiful while keeping most of the scenes in Chinese ancient
theme.

The dialog/audio is in high quality, it feels natural and align with each role's charcter. There are full of surprises in the story line
as well.

BTW I love the background music!

The real time combat system and the control feels really smooth and keep me exciting, especially in the boss fight. Bosses' skills
are variant so you have to think the strategy when fight them. I'd like to mention though it feels a bit clumsy you can't use the
treasure scan ability while aiming destructable with knife during treasure hunt. There are some fun mini games in there as well:
fishing, puzzle resolving, cards, traditional Chinese puppet show, etc.

I've bought the official original version, but I want to buy steam version as well to review and to support the team!

It's a huge pity there is no other languages other than Simplified Chinese. I really hope they can add other languages at least
English subtitle so player in the world outside of China can also understand&enjoy this master piece.

A tip for developer for how to earn money if you can see this: Try to port it to X1 and PS4 along with other languages support.
There are so many more console players than pc worldwide outside of China who are into these kind of ARPG games, and it's a
fresh style for them! You should just try that!

Edit: Just found out that they will add English subtitle.. "Achievements: Ten new achievements..."
"Icons for owned \/ available DLCs are now shown in the Main Menu."
"Graphics: Polished.."
Game over..

all they had to do was take ANNO 2075's format and add updated graphics and space, then leave everything else
alone......apparently that was too hard.. This game is awesome!!!! Love how fun it feels, has the same competitive edge that lots
of other platformer brawlers have, but with four times as much charm. Great work on this, team!!

When is the Cow Update coming out? I was looking forward to seeing the Cow. I really wanted the Cow. The Cow will be great
when he's implemented, can't wait for the Cow.. First off I would like to say: Massive thumbs up for providing a demo for the
game this is something that doesn\u2019t happen much anymore and really needs too.
TL;DR could be a good game with more development, seems very rushed and half baked.
Pros: \tThe ships AI is very comical
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Cons:\tPoor Inventory management: there is no sorting or anything of the sort you have zero control over anything in your
inventory outside of being able to move it from one side to the other. This makes it very hard and time consuming to find things.
\tGeneral lack of mouse control in the UI: You basically right clicking to open something then using the scroll wheel to find
what you\u2019re after and clicking either right of left click to get it. No reason here why a pointer couldn\u2019t have been
used other than being lazy.
\tUI is lacking key information: such as Food, Water, Oxygen, and poison levels displayed instead they post these thing down in
a chat box. If not a fan of this could have been easily and clearly posted in the top of the screen.
\tUI is hard to see due to its color matching most of the textures: I didn\u2019t look to see if there was any way to change this or
not but the UI is insanely hard to see at times. The text is very small and the color of the text placed on the back ground
environment makes it very, very hard to read at time.
\tVery redundant game play: Ever room looks the same and you basically get the same items from each room, with little to no
verity at all.
\tThe rate at which you loss Hunger and thirst is insane. I don\u2019t know what it is with survival games thinking you should
starve in 15 mins and die of thirst in 10. Only game I have played that has even come close to getting it right is \u201cThe Long
Dark\u201d and even then I used chat engine to go in and change some of the values.
\tFOV no field of view slider = fail.
\tI really wanted to like this game the idea behind it really intrigued me. I love a good problem solving game. I have played
through Myst and its sequels back in the day as well as currently in Obduction(Cyans newest Myst like game) I have played
many critical thinking games over the years but I just couldn\u2019t get past the UI and the Inventory and everything looking
the same in this game.
. What we have here is an imperfect hybrid of FPS game and FPS game creator. To most others, it's at least average. It won't
win any awards for amazing graphics or gameplay.

But all in all, Gunscape is therapy for me.

I've always wanted to just make FPS games, but didn't want to spend hours and hours trying to learn some cryptic coding
language to do so. After being dissapointed by TGC's FPS Creator (garbage), I've been looking for an at least half-way decent
replacement. This game did everything I could possibly ask for to make that desire come true.

It's not pretty, it's not super intuitive or inventive, but that's not what I look for in games.
It just works, and that's enough for me.

The best part is how easy it is to make your own maps. If you know how to build things in Minecraft, then you're already
qualified to use the editor. You literally build your map's world from the ground up, block by block, then you lay down,
weapons, ammo, pickups, monsters, decoration, triggers and logics, and you're good to go.

Gunscape isn't an award-winner by any means, but I don't care. Since it offered a solution to years-old problem I had, I think it's
awesome.. Guessing game ... no tutorials, no nothing.
For me, the game is a try for someone to do something, but left it unfinished and give it to a friend who said ... am yeah try to
sell it it will be ok (maybe) ... but it's not.
For me personally, the game stuck on level 5 - which you need to input how the stairs should be rotated and when you set it to
180 or -180 John must go to Win Point, but it's not allowing me to continue.
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If your looking for a quick bullet hell esque fix, this is it. Except everything is a bullet that you must avoid. Great concept and
wonderful execution, would make a great mobile game. Good game to pass time. Best played with a controller, in my opinion..
If it had a different type of gameplay, like looking for clues, getting items, also maybe consisting of hundreds of cutscenes
which tells you the story and lets you interact with those scenes; controls could be called "innovative".
But with those cheap jump scares its just plain bad, in any way.. I'll give this games a thumbs up. It's a decent arcade racer, but
don't expect anything comparable to a high budget title. The visuals are a bit lacking (but good enough), the challenge seems a
little sporadic, and the quality of the tracks is, at times, questionable. However, I still enjoyed the time I spent playing, and I
don't regret it. I'll likely try some other games by this company.. I thought I'd rated this game years ago. I'm disappointed in
myself that I haven't.

This is a fun quirky metroidvania with some unique powerups that set apart from missiles and morph balls. These are a diverse
mix and plenty of them are completely optional which should please explorers and collectors alike. Its story is very tongue in
cheek with several playful jabs at other games in the genre, references to other Platine Dispositif games and random self-
contained bits of comedy throughout the game that are funny by their own merit.

First and foremost, the platforming has a very rigid structure. Movement is tight without the slippery Mario feel, but it's not
immediately understandable. It really helps to understand for instance that you can jump higher from a standstill than while
running. Players unwilling to commit such mechanics to memory may struggle, but this structure means players who do should
find the controls are an asset rather than a liability.

The game sports its own set of challenges related to various types of game completion including each permutation of speed run
and 100% completion. There's also challenges for minimal completion, defeating each boss in the game in a certain way and
finding a handful of unique situations throughout the game. These naturally port well to Steam's achievement system, and have
been.

Bosses mostly feel like they've come from a bullet hell, which is no coincidence as it is Platine Dispositif's forte. Fortunately
health is generous enough to compensate for the increased number of enemy projectiles and as with all games of this genre
bosses' patterns can be memorised and manipulated with experience.

This game received a few enhancements and changes for its English release. Some of these are improvements, such as the
remixes by Leila "Woofle" Wilson of Freedom Planet fame. Others not so much, like the severe nerfing of Elixirs'
effectiveness. Sadly the Steam version didn't receive subsequent improvements made in a later PS4 port. But it remains a very
playable and entertaining game in its own right. For the asking price and by today's standards it's probably best bought during a
sale. To those of you who may have received it from a previous bundle, it's definitely worth a try.. A Total War game with great
optomization. I never thought i'd see the day.
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